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Purpose of Wiki Guidelines Project 

Maximise the uptake of guidelines 
 
Maximise their impact on practice  
 
Link the guidelines recommendations with effective learning 
tools such as Qstream  
 
 Link the guidelines with other knowledge databases 



What is qstream? 

Online tool originally developed at Harvard Medical school by 
Price Kerfoot  
•  Uses a simple, mobile delivery platform  
•  Designed for clinicians on the move 
•  Incorporates the “spacing” and “testing” effects 
•  Proven to increase long-term knowledge retention   and      

behaviour in RCTs 
 



Qstream 

•  Clinical scenarios are presented in a short answer test 
question format"

 "
•  Further information is provided in response to answers 

and wrong answers resulting in presenting more data 
iteratively over several weeks"

•  In a randomised trial, this has been shown to increase 
knowledge of guideline content and the retention thereof"

 





Pilot Study  
Qstream questions for stage 4 lung cancer guidelines 

•  A total of eight multiple-choice case-based questions 
were created for the course"

•  16 participants (training oncologists) enrolled in the pilot"
 



Qstream course delivery 



Spacing Algorithm 

•  2 questions every second day"
•  Incorrectly answered questions were repeated in 6 days 

time"
•  Correctly answered questions were repeated in 10 days 

time"
•  To retire each question, participants needed to get the 

question correct twice in a row"
 



“Testing Effect”: Immediate Feedback 



Gaming Component 

•  Participants were given an alias so they "
"could see how they were doing compared "

      with other participants, but didn't know "
      the identity of the other participants"
"
•  A competition table was set up where "

"participants received points on correct "
"answers and attempts. "

 





Course completion rates 

Of all 16 participants:"
•  10 had completed the course by the end of the evaluation 

(62.5%)"
•  2 were still working through the course (12.5%)"
•  4 had answered a varying amount of the course but had 

stopped answering the questions before retiring enough 
questions to complete (25%)"

•  All of the participants had attempted all of the questions at 
least once"

"



Question Performance 

The most difficult question "Third-line" was often given the incorrect response of 
"Single agent docetaxel". 
"Former smoker" responses were split 50:50 between 6 cycles and 4 cycles of 
chemotherapy. 
 



Evaluation  
11 of 16 
responded 













E- Guidelines 
•  Guidelines in an electronic format could also be linked to other 

useful online resources "
•  clinical trials registries  to give investigators access to 

access current evidence-based practice, the papers 
still to be appraised and which trials are ongoing so 
that they could identify gaps requiring further research. "

•  General therapy recommendations could be linked to sites 
providing specific information "

•  for example on drug delivery (EviQ)"

•  Also, the literature searching process could be enhanced by 
improving algorithms for automated literature searching."
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